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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.
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PORTUGAL

VALE DE MOSES

Vale de Moses
20 PEOPLE

LIS
BEIRA BAIXA,
PORTUGAL

18 ROOMS

RETREAT
CENTER
LEARN MORE

It is a beautiful yoga retreat on an old terraced
valley farm in the mountains and forests of
central Portugal. Come to practice yoga daily
in a wooden and glass shala floating above

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

PORTUGAL
Discover leading retreats,
stunning venues and

herb gardens, walk miles of endless paths in
the surrounding pine forests, swim and mud
bathe in rivers, breathe pure mountain air, eat
deliciously fresh veggie meals, have a healing
treatment, stargaze and then sleep deeply each
night in comfy rustic stone cottages or Soulpad
belle tents.

welcoming hosts
around the world
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VILA VALE MOURO

VILA VALE MOURO

Vila Vale Mouro
ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

FAO

6 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
14 PEOPLE

VILLA

LEARN MORE

•

Swimming

•

Hiking

•

Wellness

•

Historic

Activities

Sites

•

•

Food and

•

Surfing

Culinary

•

Walking

Golfing

Tours

Vila Vale Mouro is a luxury villa where your can enjoy beautiful 180°

Whether you are a large family, group of friends, or destination

views of the countryside and ocean. Only a 2 minute drive from the

wedding, Vila Vale Mouro is the perfect setting. Relax and unwind

historic village of Estoi. Experience an extraordinary sunset with

by the pool, on the terrace or under the pergola while enjoying the

panoramic views while dining alfresco on the expansive terrace.

fountain, there is something for everyone.
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ONDINA GUESTHOUSE

ONDINA GUESTHOUSE

Ondina Guesthouse
ERICEIRA, PORTUGAL

LIS

14 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
37 PEOPLE

RETREAT CENTER

LEARN MORE

•

Surfing

•

Yoga

•

Swimming

•

Boat Tour

•

Wine Tasting

•

Wellness Activities

Ondina Guesthouse is located in Casais de S. Lourenço, a small village close
to Ericeira, Portugal. It rests 5 minutes walking from the São Lourenço

Restaurant/Dining place where we serve delicious vegan and vegetarian

Beach, one of the World Surfing Reserve paradises. The relaxing and

meals with Portuguese inspiration, a roof top terrace with ocean view, a

charming atmosphere of the house makes it the perfect place for teacher

relaxing garden and a private parking space. We organize activities like

training courses, Yoga retreats and co-working events. There is a Bar and

walking and biking tours in the nature, surf classes and massages.
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108 HOUSE

108 HOUSE

108 House
ERICEIRA, PORTUGAL

ACTIVITIES
4 ROOMS

15 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

•

Surfing

•

Cooking Lessons

•

Yoga

•

Wellness Activities

•

Meditation

•

Walks

A lasting experience is what we aim to transmit through the enchanting

•

Bush and Beach Walks

•

Food and Culinary

and relaxed atmosphere of our house. We are located by the Ocean

our lovingly prepared plant based delicious meals, experience our

CAT

VILLA

and walking distance form the village of Ericeira. Our rooms and Yoga
Shala, as well as all terraces enjoy a magnificent Ocean view which
brings the house to life at sunset time. When you stay with us, you will
benefit from the tranquillity and harmony of 108 house itself, enjoy

12 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

healing treatments and have the chance to explore the fascinating
surroundings, from the infinity of the ocean to the wilderness of
nature, not forgetting the wonderful historical centre of Ericeira.
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MORADA SOL ESTATE

MORADA SOL ESTATE

Morada Sol Estate
LISBOA,PORTUGAL

LIS

14 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
30 PEOPLE

VILLA

The unique Morada Sol estate consists of two units, ‘Villa Cascais’ and
‘Villa Sintra’, set in a beautiful 5000m2 enclosed landscaped garden.
Parties of from 8 to 30 people can enjoy in complete privacy the large
covered swimming pool, the gardens and the games area.
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LEARN MORE

•

Beach

•

Horse Back Riding

•

Running/Jogging

•

Biking

•

Language Class

•

Surfing

•

Exploration

•

Mountain Biking

•

Swimming

•

Hiking

•

Paddle Boarding

•

Walking Tour

•

History

•

Sailing

Ideal for small retreats or intimate weddings, the estate is close to all that the Lisbon
region has to offer.
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THE MAVERICK SURFVILLAS

THE MAVERICK SURFVILLAS

The Maverick Surfvillas
LOURINHÃ,PORTUGAL

LIS

24 ROOMS

59 PEOPLE

RESORT

The Maverick is a Surf & Yoga Resort in Lourinhã / Portugal, one hour
north of Lisbon and 15 minutes south of Peniche. The 5 luxurious and
comfortable adjacent villas are located in the countryside quietness,
featuring great views, a huge garden with scenic swimming pool,
slackline, wood-fired pizza oven & BBQ, sand volleyball field,

16 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

ACTIVITIES

LEARN MORE

•

Surfing

•

Wine Tasting

•

Mountain Biking

•

Hiking

•

Wellness Activites

•

Horseback Riding

•

Paddle Boarding

hammock and various chill-areas. Your stay is an entire experience
consisting of everything we love: surf, yoga, sun, sea, salt, food,
friends, laughter and good vibes.
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CASA ARTE LAGOS

RETREAT VENUES

Casa Arte Lagos
12 PEOPLE

FAO
ALGARVE,
PORTUGAL

6 ROOMS

VILLA

Casa Atlantida
24 PEOPLE

FLW

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

It’s 4 modern charming houses with a panoramic
LEARN MORE

Casa Arte is a private, privileged location for
hosting retreats. Located in the heart of a natural
park, it is the ideal site for intimacy, peace and
relaxation, listening to the birds in harmony with
nature. Large swaths land, shady wooded areas,

view over the ocean, a fantastic sunset and
direct access to the sea in the beautiful natural
swimming pools just in front. There is a little
black sand beach, 10 bedrooms with sea view,
an all equipped kitchen, a bathroom and a living
room with an extra bed, TV and music It’s new,
with a relaxing decoration and all equipped
(bed linens, dish washer, washing machine…)

HOUSES

grass spots, a pool, terraces and countless nooks
AÇORESL,PORTUGAL

perfect for relaxing. Each room is different and
has its own sun-kissed terrace facing the garden
offering calm and intimacy. All rooms are quiet,
peaceful and offer homely comfort far away from
home

Casa Maono
4 PEOPLE

LIS

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

With our passion for nature, surf, healthy
food and yoga we created Casa Maono.
A peaceful place where you can enjoy a relaxing
holiday with respect for nature, body and mind!
Located at the Costa Vicentina, South West
coast of Portugal between the beautiful
fishermen villages Porto Covo and Vila Nova de
Milfontes, that is where you will find our modest
country house with it’s permaculture garden.

BED & BREAKFAST
ALENTEJO / VILA NOVA DE MILFONTES
/ ODEMIRA,PORTUGAL
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RETREAT VENUES

RETREAT VENUES

Casa Azimute
15 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

Monte do Ramalho
LIS

BED AND BREAKFAST
ALENTEJO,PORTUGAL

33 PEOPLE

FEATURES

8 ROOMS

ALENTEJO,PORTUGAL
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LEARN MORE

LIS

Casa Azimute wants to be a house where

This

guests can feel at home.

south

From the hill

is

a

of

typical

manor

Portugal

being

of
for

the
more

on which Casa Azimute is built, there

than 100 years in the same family.

are beautiful views of the historic city of

Initially

Estremoz and its beautiful surroundings.

production farm, Monte do Ramalho

Casa Azimute departs from a traditional

gathers all the conditions to host our guests

“Monte” to result in a sleek, contemporary

in a cozy and tranquilizing environment.

building designed as a window to the

In

beautiful surroundings. There is a lot

improvements and redecoration in order

of attention paid to the embedding
of contemporary style in the historical
context. We have 4 rooms and 2 suites.

FARM

2011,

founded

the

as

houses

an

agricultural

suffered

small

to host tourism activity and, to become a

ALENTEJO,PORTUGAL

charming rural hotel in the sunny southern
country side of Portugal.

Paradise in Portugal
25 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LIS

FARM

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

Casas de Santa Rita
15 PEOPLE

15 ROOMS

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

FAO

It has light,earth and smell.Being special,we

Paradise in Portugal does what it says

want to share with our guests.Time goes

on the tin - total peace and quiet, large

slow here,and it is easier to connect

comfortable

with senses.We left the routine and the

gardens,

commotion behind,and found an easier

welcoming, informal but professional style.

way.In winter the smell of burning fire

Described by some as a “Retreat Centre”

stand besides bread&olives,which go along

and by others as a “different kind of hotel”

with cheese&chorizo.A bottle of wine allow

it is in effect a home from home, built and

ourselves to have long conversations.In
spring, the fields explode with wildflowers.
Summer brings warm sunrises with starry
nights.In the fall,it’s all over to start again.

RETREAT CENTER

beds,

great

gorgeous

food

and

lakeside
a

warm,

run by the present family over the last 35
years.

ALENTEJO,PORTUGAL

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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RETREAT VENUES

Alma Da Comporta
10 PEOPLE

LIS

Herdade D.Pedro Agroturismo
18 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

9 ROOMS

LIS

LEARN MORE

Campo de Arroz is a large family house with

A Herdade D. Pedro situa-se junto à pequena

four bedrooms, garden, infinity pool and view

aldeia de Terena, no concelho do Alandroal,

of the rice fields.

sendo um refugio muito especial na idílica
paisagem alentejana

VILLA

FARM

COMPORTA,PORTUGAL

Quinta Albasol

Monte da Orada
40 PEOPLE
FAO

22 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

20 PEOPLE

14 ROOMS
LEARN MORE

Welcome to Orada! True North at South West.
Orada is a family-run, eco-sustainable, communitybased soul retreat centre, nestled in 71 ha of nature
and privacy, created with the aim of expanding
health and proposing purposeful transformational
moments. Located at Portugal’s Southwest Atlantic
Coast, bordering Algarve, Orada combines an
amazing host, spectacular wild Surf beaches and
the authentic countryside tranquility of Alentejo.
1,5 hours away from Faro airport and 2,5 hours
away from Lisbon, this isolated evergreen valley
creates an abundant oasis where two creeks come
together, as a womb to nourish an ancient lush
forest and wildlife vistas.

ALENTEJO,PORTUGAL

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FAO
Rustic

clifftop

villa

in

paradise!

A

wild,

undeveloped section of the central Algarve
coast, with a secluded beach on our doorstep.
Beautiful architecture and the with the option
of renting a further villa (sleeps 8) and cottage
(sleeps 4) with no other neighbours! Immersed
in peaceful nature - a unique stay.
RETREAT CENTER
ALENTEJO,PORTUGAL

VILLA
ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Lux Mare
24 PEOPLE

12 ROOMS

Arrifana Retreat

Create

unforgettable

memories

9 ROOMS

Set in the beautiful Costa Vicentina

celebrating your special occasion in the

National Park our two storey modern

Algarve. LUX MARE luxury villas provide

villa offers a comfortable, family friendly

the perfect setting in Lagos for celebrating

atmosphere where you can unwind the

any special occasion and our professional

minute you walk through the door. We

events team are here to ensure whatever

are located only ten minutes walk from

you are celebrating, all your expectations are

the picturesque surfing beach, Praia de

surpassed. With a dedicated and experienced

Arrifana. Our villa offers plenty of space to

team, we have created unforgettable events

relax; from the spacious living area to the

experience running bespoke, tailored multiday events for over eighty guests.

two balconies over looking the national

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

park.

Casa Zuza Boutique Guesthouse
5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LIS

LEARN MORE

AltaVista Surf and Adventure Lodge with

Our Five bedroom Guesthouse is located

9 bedrooms boasts incredible sea views,

on the coast of South West Portugal

unbeatable facilities, clean and comfortable

in Aljezur, in the midsts of the Costa

rooms in a fantastic location close to the

Vincentina National Park. We’re located

beach. We have a dedicated Yoga Studio for

near Arrifana Beach and are minutes by car

10 - 15 persons, Yoga garden, and poolside

from what the Times UK called the most

terraces for over 10 persons at a time.

beautiful beach in Europe. Casa Zuza has

Mats and blocks are provided. There is a

an open-plan, spacious living area; a child-

Massage room. Breakfast and other meals
are available. Just a short walk away we

24 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

VILLA

10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
FAO

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

LEARN MORE

by

AltaVista Surf and Adventure Lodge
26 PEOPLE

FEATURES
FAO

at the LUX MARE villas based on our years of

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FAO

VILLA

8 PEOPLE

FEATURES

have beautiful ocean-front gardens, ideal
for morning Yoga and meditation.

VILLA
ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

friendly garden and ocean view verandas.
Come and enjoy a little bit of luxury in
surfer’s paradise.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villas Rocha
6 PEOPLE

FAO

Casa do Lavrador
15 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FAO

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villas Rocha holiday homes are located 2 km

Casa do Lavrador was born from the willingness

from Galé Beach and from Salgados Golf Club.

of three brothers of Furnazinha’s Mount.

Surrounded by some of the most interesting

intending to keep the mount alive by sharing

touristic attractions in the Algarve, Villas

their lives experiences and the culture, very

Rocha is the perfect choice for your stay. Each

particular to this region.

self-catering unit is equipped to the highest

welcome by the Furnazinhas’ Mount population

standards providing great comfort.

and by the new hosts of the Casa do Lavrador,

You will be most

one of the youngests couples of the Mount,
VILLA

ECO VILLAGE

Carolina and Ricardo.

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

Morgado do Quintão
34 PEOPLE

FAO

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

Salgados Beach Villas
328 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FAO

64 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Morgado do Quintão is a large, restored early

Steps away from magnificent Salgados Beach,

1900´s family-owned vineyard estate, located

in the heart of the Algarve, this is where you will

between the Silves, Monchique and Lagoa in

find spacious villas with private pools. Each unit

the Algarve. The estate was founded in 1810 by

comes equipped with all the amenities you will

the count of Silves and is still in the possession

need for a restful and re-energizing holiday!

of the family—and it’s a family story where a
passion for the land, food and entertaining
merges with a love of local heritage, beauty and
conservation.

FARM
ALGARVE,PORTUGAL
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VILLA
ALGARVE,PORTUGAL
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Vidamar Resort Hotel Algarve
520 PEOPLE

260 ROOMS

RESORT

25 PEOPLE

FEATURES
FAO

6 ROOMS

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL
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FAO

LEARN MORE

Vilamarques is a truly unique luxury villa in

beyond the Atlantic´s infinite blue and

Algarve, with 9 bedroom boutique holiday

within close proximity to one of the most

rental villa located at most prestigious area

luxuriously green golf courses in the south,

of Villas in Vilamoura – Central Algarve –

VidaMar Resort Hotel Algarve offers a range

Portugal – it sleeps up to 25 (22 + 3 infants).

of activities tailored to your taste so you

not only because of its’ immense size and

can bring to life the holiday you envisaged.

prime location but also because it has the

The resort is an oasis of themed pools and

following unique features and services.

lush green palm trees among which you

Ideal Villa for large families, golfers, events,

the world complemented by the warm
sun that bathes Praia dos Salgados.

VILLA

venues and weddings and Golf holidays.

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

Monchique Resort and SPA
175 PEOPLE

FEATURES
FAO

RURAL ESTATE

FEATURES

Next to a nature reserve, boasting views

Quinta David Alvor
520
PEOPLE
14
PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

can feast on delicious meals from all over

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

Vilamarques

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
FAO

LEARN MORE

A haven of peace and tranquillity in an unique

Featuring an indulgent spa, high-end

setting to experience Beach&Countryside

dining options and a wealth of activities

at the same time. Quinta David offers you

available both in the resort and nearby, this

a choice of individual charming houses

idyllic retreat enjoys an enviable location in

with a countryside feeling, surrounded by

the ever sunny woodlands in the western

gardens in an enclosed safe environment.

Algarve The Monchique Resort & Spa is

A short walk to the beach, the village and

an elegant hotel, built to minimize the

the natural park of Ria de Alvor, you will

environmental impact – is a true haven in

have access to a wide range of activities,
like kite-surfing and all water sports,
walking trails; bird–watching; Yoga; safaris
and much more!

RESORT

the middle of the mountains.

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Molinum, a Soulful Country House
10 PEOPLE

FAO

Algar Seco Parque
162 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

47 ROOMS

FAO

LEARN MORE

A unique stay at Molinum will leave you with

High above the Atlantic Ocean and spectacular

more than memorable experience. The windmill,

cliffs, our location is one of the best in the

or the ‘Molinum’, is an historical symbol, a place

Algarve - perfect for an unforgettable vacation

worthy of time.

in Carvoeiro. Our attractive resort consists

Above all Molinum is a place to be yourself, to

of studios, suites, bungalows, apartments,

experience what surrounds us and Algarve:

and villas overlooking the ocean. Spacious

nature, culture and calmness. Our personal

accommodations

care in combination with the rooms, swimming

surrounded by pine trees, pathways and rocky

pools, tennis court and gardens are the key

VILLA

ingredients that will provide a delightful stay.

within

gardens

and

cliffs, enjoy a stay like none other at Algar Seco
Parque.

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

Conversas de Alpendre
24 PEOPLE

FAO

11 ROOMS

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

Cachopas, Yoga Nature Lodge
8 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

FAO

LEARN MORE

We welcome you to this hidden hideaway retreat

Cachopas is a small, family lead yoga centre,

in the Eastern Algarve, with a wide view of the

integrated on an eco-farm, offering yoga

sea and only 2km from the best beaches in the

holidays, yoga retreats and related workshops

world. Our goal is to provide you unforgettable

and holiday accommodation to nature lovers,

moments. The first of all is the breakfast, filled

hikers, cyclists, campers, surfers, yogis, and

with organic products from our own farm and

families either self-catered or bed and breakfast.

our neighbors’: farm eggs, regional bread,

The lodge is located in its own silent valley,

homemade honey and jams, yogurt and fresh

surrounded by nature, in the hinterland of

curd, fruits and natural juices, all the other

HOTEL

flavours that every season suggests.

Odeceixe. At the eco-farm, there live a handful

RETREAT CENTER

of chicken, 2 cats, 2 dogs, a goat, and a horse.
ALGARVE,PORTUGAL
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RESORT

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL
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Casa Vale da Lama
39 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

Vila Foia
26 PEOPLE

FEATURES

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FAO

Immerse yourself in a cork-oak forest in

Vale Da Lama ambition to create ‘A

the Monchique mountains with beautiful

sustainable oasis of good living’, our

views of the Algarve coastline. Vila Foia

house

the

is the perfect place to host a retreat,

agriculture,

workshop or family gathering. Our double

wildlife conservation and educational not-

rooms, family rooms and studios cater

for-profit. A short walk from the ocean,

for a total of 26 people. In this intimate

works

in

harmony

regenerative

with

setting, enjoy a wholesome breakfast, our

our casa helps guests tap into the healing

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

powers of nature. At our cafe, you can
enjoy delicious organic and vegetarian
meals, prepared mostly with vegetables
and herbs from our gardens.

Aterra Eco
35 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

ALENTEJO,PORTUGAL

32 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

salt water swimming pool, and explore the
HOTEL

quaint village of Monchique and the many

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

walking trails and wonderful beaches only
30 minutes away.

Casa Fuzetta
24 PEOPLE

FEATURES
FAO

ECO VILLAGE

LEARN MORE

FAO

Established in 2013, as part of the Quinta

surrounding

RETREAT CENTER

FEATURES

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

FAO

Aterra is an ecological campsite on the

Casa Fuzetta is an exceptional private

SouthwestcoastofAlentejo,Portugal.Aterrais

home available to rent on an exclusive

asecluded,peacefulsiteinavalleysurrounded

basis throughout the year for retreats,

by woodlands, fruit trees and grasslands.

events, holidays and photo shoots. It is

An extension of our home and hospitality.

ideal for large families, friends and groups

The land exhibits the art and functionality

seeking a high-end, yet relaxed, private

of permaculture, with beautiful gardens

and intimate location for time together,

amongst a small working farm. We offer

special occasions and/or retreats.

guests a unique ‘glamping’ experience in a

house sleeps up to 24 in style and comfort

rustic, yet very comfortable and beautiful,

and is located within a fifteen-minute drive

family-friendly environment.

ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

The

of Faro airport, which itself is less than 3
hours away from London.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villa Akosua
12 PEOPLE

FAO

Villa Bam
8 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FAO

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A luxury villa in the Southwest of the Algarve

4 bedroom luxury Villa in Dunas Douradas

between Sagres and Lagos. The villa is located

Portugal. This 5 star luxury resort is located

on one of the hilltops of Figueira in Vila do Bispo,

between Quinta do Lago and Vale do Lobo

which gives you the most beautiful views of the

on the Algarve coast, it’s surrounded by

small charismatic village, the ocean, and the

natural pine forests, miles of golden sand

Costa Vicentina nature park. There are several

dunes, pristine beaches and touched by the

beaches nearby and in the village you can enjoy

crystal blue waves of the Atlantic Ocean.

restaurants and bars with good food and local

Just minutes’ walk to the beach Praia Do Garrao

prices. Villa Akosua is located in the center of

VILLA

considered to be one of the finest in the Algarve.

VILLA

plenty popular places.
ALGARVE,PORTUGAL

São Jorge Spot - Alojamento

Villa Vale A Pena
40 PEOPLE

FAO

ALMANCIL,PORTUGAL

12 PEOPLE

16 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

TER

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Large villa with 11 apartments near the beach

Wooden cabins located in the quiet and

in Carvoeiro. Perfect for retreats, holidays and

beautiful Porto dos Terreiros where you can

weddings.

swim in our warm sea while you contemplate
the Pico mountain and sunset.

VILLA
ALGARVE,PORTUGAL
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BUNGALOWS
AZORES,PORTUGAL
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Minuvida Orchard Lodge + Retreat Center
12 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

30 PEOPLE

FEATURES
PDL

Blue Boutique Hostel & Suites
10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LIS

LEARN MORE

Set in an acre of traditional fruit orchards, Quinta

Its a blue palace with 120 years old in the

Minuvida the perfect spot for your intimate,

prime residential area of Estoril within a 2

groups, offering ample space for meditation

min walking to the beach and train station

and seclusion. Five suites with private baths can

to Lisbon and 15 min walking to Cascais.

accommodate 14 guests in private or shared
accommodation. Its fully-equipped retreat
center is ideal for smaller groups. The Azores is
the perfect off-the-beaten- path destination,
bursting with natural beauty and endless
VILLA

outdoor possibilities. Complement your group

AZORES,PORTUGAL

experience with soaks in natural springs, hikes
in volcano rims and runs in deserted beaches.

River House Mill Gerês
12 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

CASCAIS,PORTUGAL

Cara Creek Eco Lodge
18 PEOPLE

FEATURES
OPO

BED & BREAKFAST

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
OPO

LEARN MORE

Excellent private property by the river with

Set in the foothills of the Serra da Estrela

several sports available to guests as part of

mountains, Cara Creek Eco Lodge is a

the rental, a wonder to discover in northern

family operated, off-grid venue. They

Portugal￼

have an organic garden and animals.
Nature provides amazing facilities on-site,
including a creek and river beach. They
have built in respect with nature too a
natural pool and wood-fired hot tub and

FARM
BRAGA,PORTUGAL
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ECO VILLAGE
CENTRAL PORTUGAL,PORTUGAL

sauna. Yoga offered daily, tours of the
area set off from the lodge, and Stand
Up Paddle Boards for rent to explore the
Mondego.
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Alquimia Healing Arts
6 PEOPLE

17 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LIS

Brejo Fundeiro Retreat
LIS

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Alquimia is an intentional space and an

Set in a tranquil location in the forested hills of

educational centre nested in the heart of

Central Portugal, far away from the crowds. The

Portugal where creative arts and healing

centre sits within a small valley surrounded by

are

and

eucalyptus, pine and cork oak trees and consists

metamorphosis to occur. After many years

of a three-story, one-hundred-year-old manor

passed in the rainforests of Latin America,

house, yoga studio, saltwater swimming pool,

studying and experiencing shamanism and

barbecue area, courtyard, small fruit orchard,

traditional medicine, we embraced this stream

herb and vegetable gardens. We provide

combined

for

self-realization

of knowledge and made it more accessible

RETREAT CENTER

through unconventional teachings, intensive
courses and isolation retreats in nature.

OPO

RETREAT CENTER

in a Manor house and bedrooms with modern
CENTRO REGION,PORTUGAL

CENTRO REGION,PORTUGAL

facilities in authentic surroundings

Quinta Alada- Eco Retreat Center

Quinta d’Alegria
16 PEOPLE

homely boutique-style living accommodation

25 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LIS

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Quinta d’Alegria, a self catered villa ideal for big

Located in the heart of Alentejo Magical woods,

families and groups for up to 16 people. Located

Quinta Alada is a place to relax, to heal, to grow,

on the edge of a small village its offer the ideal

to expand consciousness !

site for peace and relaxation, listening to the
birds in harmony with nature.With its large pool,
large dining/lounge areas its a perfect place
playing, dining and wining with your friends
and family. Closer to the Quinta, you can kayak
on the Rio do Mondego, bike at the ecopista do

VILLA

RETREAT CENTER

Dão or hike with a guide of a guide in the Serra
da Caramul.
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CENTRO REGION,PORTUGAL

EVORA,PORTUGAL
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Gavião Nature Village
100 PEOPLE

46 ROOMS

Elemental Ericeira
10 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

LIS
The

Gavião

5 ROOMS

Nature

Village

will

FEATURES
LIS

LEARN MORE

be

The Elemental Ericeira Guesthouse is a

materialized in a 4-star campsite, based

beautiful, freshly renovated Portuguese

on a concept of glamping, which unites

house located in a calm neighbourhood,

the contact with nature with the comfort

only 350m from the beach Praia do Sul.

and facilities equated with a conventional

ECO VILLAGE
GAVIÃO,PORTUGAL

tourist enterprise. In addition to a free

Surrounded by a big, peaceful garden with

camping area, our project includes the

a great salt water pool and stunning sea

implementation of 13 glamping tents -

view, this is the right place for you to rest

duly equipped and decorated as if it were a

body and soul...

hotel room - and 10 bungalows, supported
by a clubhouse.

ERICEIRA,PORTUGAL

Casa Paço D’Ilhas
22 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

Ericeira Soul Surfers Guesthouse

ERICEIRA,PORTUGAL

15 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LIS

BED AND BREAKFAST

VILLA

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LIS

LEARN MORE

Located on an elusive hilltop overlooking

Located just behind the world famous

the world-class surf break “Ribeira D’Ilhas”,

surfer´s beach of Ribeira Dílhas with

Casa Paço D’Ilhas throws together an

its mighty natural cliffs, the Ericeira

excellent combo of traditional heritage-

Soul*Surfers is blessed with excellent

style (est. 1869) with all the modern

ocean views & a lovely pool. We offer private

amenities our guests could wish for.

rooms, apartments and the whole Vila,

For those searching to escape from the

with fully furnished kitchens & spacious in/

hustle and bustle of modern-day living,

outdoor community & private areas.

we at Casa Paço D’Ilhas, offer you a holistic
leisure experience. Plenty of hidden corners
to unwind in our pristine garden, take a dip
in one of our pools, or sit back and relax at

VILLA
ERICEIRA,PORTUGAL

our in-house cafe&resto.
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Sandhi House
10 PEOPLE

Mr. Ziggy’s Surfhouse
20 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LIS

LIS

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

In the heart of beautiful Ericeira, you will find

Ziggy surfhouse is a surf themed hostel full of

our retreat center directly facing the Atlantic

positive vibes. the house is located 1 min walking

Ocean. If you are looking for a calm yet central

from the beach and 5 min walking to town centre.

house with an individual touch and family-like

Our garden with BBQ and swimming pool is

atmosphere you have found your spot. Next

the perfect place to chill out in the hot summer

to our big living room, we also have an atrium

days.

and roof terrace for relaxation. Our Shala is fully
equipped for up to 20 persons and you can also
enjoy a variety of massages from our specialized

RETREAT CENTER

VILLA

therapists. Welcome home!
ERICEIRA, PORTUGAL

Surf Cascais - Surf Villa

Olive3 Yoga Retreat
34 PEOPLE

27 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LIS

LISBOA,PORTUGAL

LIS

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Olive3 yoga retreat centre is a perfect venue

Surf Cascais - Villa is a spacious modern house

for yoga retreats, workshops and teacher

located in the north of Cascais. Its exactly on

training courses, other wellness and heath

the border of Sintra-Cascais national park and

related workshops and events, team buildings

30min walking from Guincho beach. The house

as well as co-working space for special

has 6 large rooms, 2 private with private toilet.

projects, but when we don’t host yoga

We operate has a Surf Camp during High & Mid

retreats,

training

Season but always been interested in hosting

courses exclusive to the group, we offer yoga

retreats in low and mid season (1st October - 1st

workshops

and

teacher

classes, workshops and events open to public.

RETREAT CENTER
ERICEIRA, PORTUGAL
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June).

VILLA
LISBOA,PORTUGAL
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Casa de Calhariz
34 PEOPLE

16 ROOMS

Humus Farm
LIS

ESTATE

20 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

6 ROOMS

LISBOA,PORTUGAL
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LEARN MORE

those looking to escape the frenzy of the

and nature. Contribute to a better world.

city and immerse in the serenity of the

Every day. The responsibility of setting

countryside. Located in the midst of the

an example for our children. Wake up

Natural Park of Serra da Arrábida, Casa de

and know that we will do something that

Calhariz is a private property with more

we believe. Find the best system for our

than 1000 hectares, just 40 minutes away

conditions. Respect and help. Remember

from central Lisbon. It is very close to the

that we are part of a cycle. We are part of

amazing beaches of Sesimbra, which are

a whole.

Arrábida beaches.

FARM
LISBOA,PORTUGAL

The Lodge Portugal
25 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LIS

VILLA

LIS

It’s all about love! Organic love, creativity

Palacete Vasco da Gama
12 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Casa de Calhariz is the perfect refuge for

just 10 km away, and 17 km from Meco and

LISBOA,PORTUGAL

10 ROOMS

14 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LIS

LEARN MORE

Traditional 1930s Manor House renovated

The idea of “The Lodge” has grown over

with great character. Large communal

many years in the minds of a group of

spaces inside and out. Dining for 12, Pool,

people whose centerpiece of life was

garden, roof terrace, outdoor & indoor

traveling the world. All the things we have

kitchen. Nice sense of flow with connected

learned and loved by traveling we try to

& quiet spaces. 6 Bedrooms, superking beds

combine in “The Lodge”. Holiday means

some can be made into singles. Shuttered

to us a combination of action and relaxing,

windows for peaceful nights sleep. Books,

wellness and adrenaline, new cultures and

games, table football, music & tv on-demand.
Centre of village, walks through orchards
and vineyards. Near Bacalhoa Buddha Eden
sculpture park.

RESORT
LISBOA,PORTUGAL

still feeling at home. Only a happy mind
can spread happiness. Join your sports
with our Elements.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Star Pine Lodge
18 PEOPLE

LIS

Vivenda MiraSerra

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LIS

Our main idea was to create a happy place

SETÚBAL,
PORTUGAL

where everyone can feel home. We think that
an inspiring surrounding helps you to just be
yourself and that is what the Star Pine Lodge

place, cozy and with many facilities. The

art and nature, color and forms, materials and

house is located in a street with almost no
BED AND BREAKFAST
OF A DIFFERENT KIND
LISBOA,PORTUGAL

Iboga Tree - Healing House
5 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

where you can find a peaceful and spacious

globe we managed to create a great mix of

make you feel welcome.

VILLA

The house is ideal for 2/3 families or groups,

is. Built by a team of travelers from all over the

styles which go side by side in harmony and

6 ROOMS

12 PEOPLE

movement (just the cars of the neighbors),
giving you privacy and a quiet garden to relax.
Explore the beaches, hike through the trails and
explore the different attractions in the region.
The region is known for the super fresh and top
quality fish and seafood and it’s wine. There’s
also fabulous cheese and sweets.

LIS

LEARN MORE

At Iboga Tree Healing House, we provide safe
and effective ibogaine treatment for people
from around the world. We want you to become
healthier, happier and enjoy the rest of your life
free from addiction. Our goal is to help as many
people as possible to transform their lives.
Therefore, while our prices are competitive, we
never compromise on the quality of our service.
RETREAT CENTER
LISBOA,PORTUGAL
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Quinta de Luou
25 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

Tapada de São Domingos
OPO

FARM

26 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

OPO

Tapada de S. Domingos is the perfect

the highway exit (A3: Porto-Vigo), the

place to run away from the daily stress.

airport is less than one hour car travel,

The forest surrounding, a unique view to

with a pleasant and convenient situation,

the Douro River and each villa private pool

that offers you the possibility to admire a

with natural water create the scenery for

vast architectonic and natural patrimony,

relaxation. Close there are facilities for the

enjoy an outdoor life visiting golf courses

practice of water sports, a boat cruise or

(10 Kms), riding, beaches (30/40 minutes

hiking. A 10 min car drives you to Oporto,

- 45/55 Kms mostly at highway) or fluvial

for enjoying a rich cultural and historical

variety of local gastronomy.

Quinta da Toural
16 PEOPLE

FEATURES

Quinta de Luou is located near (6 Kms)

beaches and delight yourself with the

NORTE REGION,PORTUGAL

9 ROOMS

VILLA

program. It is the perfect balance between

NORTE REGION,PORTUGAL

rest, culture and fun.

Quinta do Vale da Ermida
14 PEOPLE

FEATURES
OPO

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
OPO

LEARN MORE

One of the most beutifull places of the Alto

A Vineyard Villa located in an old Ermitage

Minho, near from everithing, but also in a

where the comfort, the privacy, the silent

quiet bucolic nook

and the landscape make this place perfect
to a retreat.

VILLA
NORTE REGION,PORTUGAL
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VILLA
NORTE REGION,PORTUGAL
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Pousadela Village
63 PEOPLE

OPO

D’Alijo Retreat Center
40 PEOPLE

24 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

OPO

22 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The Pousadela Group consists of two villages,

D’Alijo Retreat Center in North Portugal, is an

both located on the slope of Serra da Cabreira,

exclusive retreat center located in the village of

separated by a distance of 2,5km and which

Cabeceiras de Basto in the province of Minho,

make up a total of 15 rural tourism houses. Each

with its beautiful city Porto. Porto offers an

house has a different typology, decorated with

international airport just one hour away from

unique and different themes. The resort also

our retreat centre. The area is well known for its

has an indoor and outdoor pool with heated

Vinho Verde vineyards, olive fields and beautiful

water, a SPA and a restaurant.

national parks. Our studio and accommodations
VILLA

are cohesively blended with nature, and is sure

RETREAT CENTER

to awaken the mind, body and spirit.
NORTE REGION,PORTUGAL

QUINTA do SOUTO Casa de Campo
17 PEOPLE

OPO

NORTE REGION,PORTUGAL

Monte Martinheiras
15 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FAO

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Country Guest House in the ancient village of

100% off grid solar 12 hectare property on top of a

Casas Novas with its historical Solares (Manor

hill woth endless views! With walking paths and

Houses) and other important landmarks of

meditative spots, beautiful communal areas

cultural interest. It is one of the oldest housing

and an amazing pool. Hammock Hill to relax

clusters in the village and was converted into a

and read And plenty of quiet time to unplug.

luxury and comfortable guest house inserted on

Close to the Santa Clara lake for sailing and a

a 5-hectare estate with chestnut and hazelnut

drive away from the most amazing beaches in

trees. Guests can relax at the swimming pool,

Portugal .

hiking in the forest, walking on the estate or use

FARM

BED & BREAKFAST

the bicycles to explore the area and mountain
villages.
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NORTE REGION,PORTUGAL

ALENTEJO,PORTUGAL
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Oceantree Guesthouse
11 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

4 ROOMS

FEATURES
LIS

VILLA

A Casa do Góis
LEARN MORE

Set in Vila Baleira, in Porto Santo, close

full of energy and laughter. As the owners

to the beach, A Casa do Góis offers

changed, we wanted to keep the happy

accommodation with a garden a barbecue

place and refurbished it to a guesthouse

area and a outside hot shower. It has

to continue welcoming people searching

air-conditioned Studio Flat. Features 4

for a peaceful and relaxed time out.

bedrooms, 2 flat-screen TV with cable

Our vision is to make you feel at home

channels, an equipped kitchen with a

and keep it easy so you can relax your

dishwasher and microwave, a washing

mind with plenty of distraction by outdoor

machine. Free WiFi.

west coast.

26 ROOMS

RESORT
OESTE,PORTUGAL

Villa Azorea
8 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LIS

VILLA
PORTO SANTO ISLAND,PORTUGAL

Bukubaki Eco Surf Resort
88 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

PXO

Originally, our house was a kindergarten -

activities, nature and Portugal’s beautiful

OESTE,PORTUGAL

FEATURES

4 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

PDL

Bukubaki complements the best of the

Villa Azorea is an invitation to dream

surfing experience in a family atmosphere

and relax, also to enjoy the sublime

with an offer of eco-friendly glamping

Azorean nature. The villa is completely

accommodation based on the principles

surrounded by fields, nestled directly

of sustainability without compromising

south on a belvedere plot (3500 m2) with

the comfort enjoyed by our guests. Is the

a stunning panoramic view on the ocean.

perfect vacation spot for active families,

The

for adventurous people seeking thrilling

proximity to the many attractions of Sao

experiences, mindfulness and tranquility,
as well as for those who want to view the
experience as a journey of self-awareness
and connection with themselves, nature,

VILLA
SÃO MIGUEL,PORTUGAL

surrounding

countryside

and

Miguel Island, make Villa Azorea an ideal
location for a yoga retreat with your loved
ones

ocean and life.
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Quinta Camarena
16 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

LIS

Peace and Pure relaxation. Extravagant Nature.
Beautiful beaches nearby. And the feeling of
staying at a cozy friend´s place. Here you´ll find
an authentic experience of Alentejo’s way of life.

HOTEL
ALENTEJO,PORTUGAL

Casa da Legua
10 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

OPO
Casa

da

Légua

is

a

stylish

holiday

accommodation which was first established
in August 2018 to offer our guests the
experience

of

truly

living

like

a

local.

Located in the beautiful Moledo village and

BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE

overseeing the Atlantic Ocean, our villa offers
a unique atmosphere with focus on style,

Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

elegance and a feeling of home.
VILLA
VIANA DO CASTELO,PORTUGAL
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